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Deploying iPads in the Classroom Jun 29 2022 Master the skills
and knowledge to plan and execute a deployment of iPads that will
suit your school and your classroom. This book helps you evaluate
your various options for deploying iPads—from configuring the
tablets manually, through using Apple Configurator for imaging
tablets, to subscribing to the heavy-duty Apple School Manager web
service—and then shows you how to put your chosen approach into
practice. Step-by-step instructions and practical examples walk you
through the key questions you need to answer to get the most from
your IT investment and then show you how to turn your decisions
into deeds. The iPad is a wonderful device for helping students to
study more comfortably and learn more quickly. Apple’s popular
tablet enables you to put in each student’s hands a full-power
computer that enables her to access resources both on the school’s
network and on the Internet; communicate via email, instant
messaging, and video chat; and create digital content that she can
submit effortlessly to your online marking system. Students love
using the iPad—perhaps even more than teachers do! What You'll
Learn Plan your iPad deployment and choose the right iPad models,
accessories, and apps Image, configure, and deploy iPads in your
classroom Review tips, tricks, and techniques for managing iPads
and keeping your digital classroom running smoothly Who This
Book Is For Teachers and IT administrators at schools or colleges,
and administrators and organizers in other bodies that need to
deploy iPads en masse to conference attendees or hotel visitors
Unwinding Anxiety Nov 10 2020 New York Times and Wall Street
Journal bestseller A step-by-step plan clinically proven to break the

cycle of worry and fear that drives anxiety and addictive habits We
are living through one of the most anxious periods any of us can
remember. Whether facing issues as public as a pandemic or as
personal as having kids at home and fighting the urge to reach for
the wine bottle every night, we are feeling overwhelmed and out of
control. But in this timely book, Judson Brewer explains how to
uproot anxiety at its source using brain-based techniques and small
hacks accessible to anyone. We think of anxiety as everything from
mild unease to full-blown panic. But it's also what drives the
addictive behaviors and bad habits we use to cope (e.g. stress eating,
procrastination, doom scrolling and social media). Plus, anxiety
lives in a part of the brain that resists rational thought. So we get
stuck in anxiety habit loops that we can't think our way out of or use
willpower to overcome. Dr. Brewer teaches us to map our brains to
discover our triggers, defuse them with the simple but powerful
practice of curiosity, and to train our brains using mindfulness and
other practices that his lab has proven can work. Distilling more
than 20 years of research and hands-on work with thousands of
patients, including Olympic athletes and coaches, and leaders in
government and business, Dr. Brewer has created a clear, solutionoriented program that anyone can use to feel better - no matter how
anxious they feel.
My IPad 2 Feb 11 2021 Provides information on the features of the
iPad 2 with step-by-step instructions covering such topics as
connecting to a wi-fi and 3G network, downloading apps, creating
documents and spreadsheets, building and displaying presentations,
using email, andwatching movies.
Waking Up Jun 05 2020 For the millions of Americans who want
spirituality without religion, Sam Harris’s latest New York Times
bestseller is a guide to meditation as a rational practice informed by
neuroscience and psychology. From Sam Harris, neuroscientist and
author of numerous New York Times bestselling books, Waking Up
is for the twenty percent of Americans who follow no religion but

who suspect that important truths can be found in the experiences of
such figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and the other
saints and sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris argues that
there is more to understanding reality than science and secular
culture generally allow, and that how we pay attention to the present
moment largely determines the quality of our lives. Waking Up is
part memoir and part exploration of the scientific underpinnings of
spirituality. No other book marries contemplative wisdom and
modern science in this way, and no author other than Sam Harris—a
scientist, philosopher, and famous skeptic—could write it.
iPad for Seniors in easy steps, 9th edition - covers all iPads with
iPadOS 13 including iPad mini and iPad Pro Aug 20 2021 The
iPad is a tablet computer that is stylish, versatile and easy to use,
and is one of the most popular tablets used by all ages. The range of
models has been expanded over the years so that there are now
different sizes to cover all mobile computing requirements. iPad for
Seniors in easy steps, 9th edition gives you all the essential
information you need to know to make the most out of your iPad: ·
Choose the right model for you · Navigate around with Multi-Touch
gestures · Customize the iPad for your needs · Master Settings and
apps to stay organized · Find, download and explore exciting apps ·
Use your iPad to make travelling stress-free · Email, share photos
and video chat for free · Access and share your music, books and
videos · Stay in touch with family members · Access your
documents from anywhere · Master Siri, and the new features in
iPadOS 13. A handy guide for any Senior new to the iPad, presented
in larger type for easier reading. Covers all iPads with iPadOS 13,
including iPad mini and iPad Pro
Becoming a Media Mentor Sep 28 2019 Guiding children’s
librarians to define, solidify, and refine their roles as media mentors,
this book in turn will help facilitate digital literacy for children and
families.
iPad and iPad Pro For Dummies Oct 22 2021 It’s tablet time! Get

acquainted with the latest iPadOS and devices, the easy way Up a
creek without an iPaddle? Dummies has got you covered, with iPad
& iPad Pro 2022-2023 For Dummies. This is your stay-afloat guide
to the latest version of iPadOS and all the new features of Apple’s
leading tablet. We offer a step-by-step guide to iPad maintenance,
operation, and personalization, so you can figure out your new
device quickly and spend your time doing the fun stuff. Photos,
videos, apps, productivity, communication, maps, and beyond—plus
a host of new features that we’ll introduce you to, right in this book.
Get acquainted with the basics of using and customizing your iPad
or iPad Pro Discover the new and exciting changes that come with
the latest iPadOS release Get the most out of your iPad by mastering
the top apps and productivity tricks Learn how to ease the transition
from computers to tablets, at home or at work For personal projects
or in business settings, the iPad is the tablet of choice, and Dummies
is here to show you why. Grab this full-color guide and get
iPaddling!
Giving Voice Jul 31 2022 How communication technologies meant
to empower people with speech disorders—to give voice to the
voiceless—are still subject to disempowering structural inequalities.
Mobile technologies are often hailed as a way to “give voice to the
voiceless.” Behind the praise, though, are beliefs about technology
as a gateway to opportunity and voice as a metaphor for agency and
self-representation. In Giving Voice, Meryl Alper explores these
assumptions by looking closely at one such case—the use of the
Apple iPad and mobile app Proloquo2Go, which converts icons and
text into synthetic speech, by children with disabilities (including
autism and cerebral palsy) and their families. She finds that despite
claims to empowerment, the hardware and software are still subject
to disempowering structural inequalities. Views of technology as a
great equalizer, she illustrates, rarely account for all the ways that
culture, law, policy, and even technology itself can reinforce
disparity, particularly for those with disabilities. Alper explores,

among other things, alternative understandings of voice, the
surprising sociotechnical importance of the iPad case, and
convergences and divergences in the lives of parents across class.
She shows that working-class and low-income parents understand
the app and other communication technologies differently from
upper- and middle-class parents, and that the institutional ecosystem
reflects a bias toward those more privileged. Handing someone a
talking tablet computer does not in itself give that person a voice.
Alper finds that the ability to mobilize social, economic, and cultural
capital shapes the extent to which individuals can not only speak but
be heard.
Using iPhones, iPads, and iPods May 29 2022 Using iPhones and
iPads: A Practical Guide for Librarians offers library professionals a
clear path to Apple readiness. The authors combine their experience
in library public services and mobile technology to provide easy-tofollow, step-by-step instructions to help you get up to speed.
The Wim Hof Method Dec 12 2020 INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER The only definitive book authored by Wim
Hof on his powerful method for realizing our physical and spiritual
potential. “This method is very simple, very accessible, and
endorsed by science. Anybody can do it, and there is no dogma,
only acceptance. Only freedom.” —Wim Hof Wim Hof has a
message for each of us: “You can literally do the impossible. You
can overcome disease, improve your mental health and physical
performance, and even control your physiology so you can thrive in
any stressful situation.” With The Wim Hof Method, this trailblazer
of human potential shares a method that anyone can use—young or
old, sick or healthy—to supercharge their capacity for strength,
vitality, and happiness. Wim has become known as “The Iceman”
for his astounding physical feats, such as spending hours in freezing
water and running barefoot marathons over deserts and ice fields.
Yet his most remarkable achievement is not any record-breaking
performance—it is the creation of a method that thousands of people

have used to transform their lives. In his gripping and passionate
style, Wim shares his method and his story, including: •
Breath—Wim’s unique practices to change your body chemistry,
infuse yourself with energy, and focus your mind • Cold—Safe,
controlled, shock-free practices for using cold exposure to enhance
your cardiovascular system and awaken your body’s untapped
strength • Mindset—Build your willpower, inner clarity, sensory
awareness, and innate joyfulness in the miracle of living •
Science—How users of this method have redefined what is
medically possible in study after study • Health—True stories and
testimonials from people using the method to overcome disease and
chronic illness • Performance—Increase your endurance, improve
recovery time, up your mental game, and more • Wim’s
Story—Follow Wim’s inspiring personal journey of discovery,
tragedy, and triumph • Spiritual Awakening—How breath, cold, and
mindset can reveal the beauty of your soul Wim Hof is a man on a
mission: to transform the way we live by reminding us of our true
power and purpose. “This is how we will change the world, one soul
at a time,” Wim says. “We alter the collective consciousness by
awakening to our own boundless potential. We are limited only by
the depth of our imagination and the strength of our conviction.” If
you’re ready to explore and exceed the limits of your own potential,
The Wim Hof Method is waiting for you.
IPhone: The Missing Manual Oct 10 2020 Annotation With the
iOS 8.1 software and the new iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, Apple has taken
its flagship products into new realms of power and beauty. The
modern iPhone comes with everythingcamera, music player,
Internet, flashlightexcept a printed manual. Fortunately, David
Pogue is back with this expanded edition of his witty, full-color
guide: the worlds most popular iPhone book. The iPhone 6 and 6
Plus. This book unearths all the secrets of the newest iPhones.
Bigger screens, faster chips, astonishing cameras, WiFi calling,
Apple Pay, crazy thin. The iOS 8.1 software. Older iPhone models

gain predictive typing, iCloud Drive, Family Sharing, "Hey Siri,"
the Health app, and about 195 more new features. Its all here, in
these pages. The apps. That catalog of 1.3 million add-on programs
makes the iPhones phone features almost secondary. Now youll
know how to find, exploit, and troubleshoot those apps. The iPhone
may be the worlds coolest computer, but its still a computer, with all
of a computers complexities. iPhone: The Missing Manual is a
funny, gorgeously illustrated guide to the tips, shortcuts, and
workarounds that will turn you, too, into an iPhone master.
iPad for Seniors in easy steps, 8th edition Jun 17 2021 iPad for
Seniors in easy steps, 8th edition gives you all the essential
information you need to know to make the most out of your iPad: ·
Choose the right model for you · Navigate around with Multi-Touch
gestures · Master Settings and apps to stay organized · Find,
download and explore exciting apps · Use your iPad to make
travelling stress-free · Email, share photos and video chat for free ·
Access and share your music, books and videos · Stay in touch with
family members · Access your documents from anywhere A handy
guide for any Senior new to the iPad, covering iOS 12, presented in
larger type for easier reading. For all iPads with iOS 12, including
iPad Mini and iPad Pro. Table of Contents: · Choosing your iPad ·
Around your iPad · iCloud · The iPad Keyboard · Knowing your
Apps · Keeping in Touch · On a Web Safari · Staying Organized ·
Like a Good Book · Leisure Time · Travelling Companion ·
Practical Matters
Urinary Stones Sep 08 2020 Acute urinary stones cause one of the
most painful sensations the human body can experience, more
painful than childbirth, broken bones, gunshot wounds or burns.
Master your patient management with this comprehensive guide to a
debilitating medical condition. Urinary Stones: Medical and
Surgical Management provides urologists, nephrologists and
surgeons with a practical, accessible guide to the diagnosis,
treatment and prevention of urinary stone disease. Divided into 2

parts – covering both medical and surgical management - leading
experts discuss the key issues and examine how to deliver best
practice in the clinical care of your patients. Topics covered include:
Evaluation and management of stones in children Renal colic and
medical expulsive therapy Imaging in stone disease: sonography,
contrast based fluoroscopy, computed tomography and magnetic
resonance urography Multimodality therapy: mixing and matching
techniques to improve outcome Complications of stone disease
Interpretation of 24 hour urine chemistry Prevention of recurrent
calcium, uric acid, struvite and cystine stones The different surgical
techniques, including: ureteroscopy, shockwave lithotripsy,
ureteroscopic lithotripsy and percutaneous nephrostolithotomy
Packed with high-quality figures, key points, and management
algorithms, easy to follow, clear clinical guidance is supported by
the very latest in management guidelines from the AUA and EAU.
Brought to you by the best, this is the perfect consultation tool when
on the wards or in the office.
iPad for Seniors in easy steps, 10th edition Feb 23 2022 The iPad is
a tablet computer that is stylish, versatile and easy to use, and is one
of the most popular tablets used by all ages. The range of models
has been expanded over the years so that there are now different
sizes to cover all mobile computing requirements. iPad for Seniors
in easy steps, 10th edition gives you all the essential information
you need to know to make the most out of your iPad: · Choose the
right model for you · Navigate around with Multi-Touch gestures ·
Customize the iPad for your needs · Master Settings and apps to stay
organized · Find, download and explore exciting apps · Use your
iPad to make traveling stress-free · Shop and order food and more
online · Take a virtual tour of your favorite art galleries and
museums · Email, share photos and video chat for free · Access and
share your music, books and videos · Stay in touch with family
members · Access your documents from anywhere · Master Siri, and
the new features in the latest version. A handy guide for any Senior

new to the iPad, presented in larger type for easier reading. Covers
all iPads with iPadOS 14. Table of contents: 1. Choosing your iPad
2. Around your iPad 3. iCloud 4. Keyboard and Apple Pencil 5.
Knowing your apps 6. Keeping in touch 7. On a web safari 8.
Staying organized 9. Like a good book 10. Leisure time 11.
Traveling companion 12. Practical matters
Tablets in K-12 Education: Integrated Experiences and
Implications Mar 03 2020 "This book explores the use of hand-held
mobile devices in primary and secondary classrooms to assist in
learning, sharing, and communication among students and
teachers"--Provided by publisher.
Digital Collections and Exhibits Aug 08 2020 Today’s libraries are
taking advantage of cutting-edge technologies such as flat panel
displays using touch, sound, and hands-free motions to design
amazing exhibits using everything from simple computer hardware
to advanced technologies such as the Microsoft Kinect. Libraries of
all types are striving to add new interactive experiences for their
patrons through exciting digital exhibits, both online and off. Digital
Collections and Exhibits takes away the mystery of designing
stunning digital exhibits to spotlight library treasures by walking the
reader through implementation projects that are sure to astound and
impress.
Guided Access for iPhone/iPad Nov 03 2022 ***Updated for the
iOS 7 Guided Access Control is one of the unique features of iOS 6.
This is not only really really fun to use, but also an extremely
powerful tool to control your device's access. Imagine how it would
be, if you can let your kids to play and learn with these beautiful
interfaces, occasionally you can let your friends to check their mails
or, may be, take photos, all without a drop of being concerned about
accidental data loss, scrutinizing your settings/preferences or any
kind of suspicious sneak peaks. The concept of "Single App" mode
will let you control each and every ways of dealing your device,
exactly in the way you need. The goal of this book is to explain how

this feature works, as well as, where and how this should be used.
Those, who love to keep their entire world in their iPhone( or iPad/
iPod touch), this tutorial is highly recommended.
Teaching with Tablets Jan 01 2020 The presence of handheld
technologies in the classroom isn't enough - you need to know how
to use them to enhance teaching and transform learning. As more
and more primary schools acquire devices such as iPads and tablets,
it is becoming clear that adding them as a classroom resource is not
enough. Teachers and trainees need strategies to integrate these into
existing learning contexts in a meaningful way. Without this, these
fantastic resources lose their value. This book helps teachers to
make the most of these devices in the primary classroom. It offers
guidance on: how to use tablets to devise meaningful learning
activities embed them in genuine curriculum contexts, drawing upon
case studies from existing practice It is written for non-specialists
and explains technical terms in an accessible, practical way. Each
chapter begins with a case study contributed by a teacher using
tablets in schools. Real life examples and comments like this give
the text a truly practical focus. Check out the book's Pinterest board
which includes the apps mentioned in the book as well as a handy
infographic for a snapshot guide on starting off your tablet teaching
journey. A note from the authors The use of technology in schools
continues to evolve rapidly as new devices and tools become
available, and the adoption of mobile devices such as iPads and
tablets has been a particularly exciting development in recent years.
The benefits offered by these technologies, such as their portability,
connectivity, accessibility and range of media, present new
challenges and opportunities for teaching and learning. As the take
up of tablets gathers pace in our schools there is a need for advice on
the best approaches and apps to help achieve successful learning
outcomes. Teachers need to find meaningful ways to integrate the
devices into their own practice and to evaluate which of the many
thousands of educational apps might be appropriate for their pupils.

This book considers how iPads and tablets can be used to enhance
teaching and learning in primary schools. It is especially relevant in
the light of the computing curriculum, which puts a new emphasis
on children as makers and creators of digital content. Across other
curriculum subjects too, the introduction of mobile devices that can
be quickly and reliably accessed has precipitated a shift in practice.
For example, they have enabled teachers and children to
spontaneously pursue lines of inquiry, to connect, collaborate and
publish in many different ways, and to use their digital skills to
enhance their exploration of the physical world outside the
classroom. With these opportunities in mind, we offer anecdotes
from the classroom and examples of how tablets might be embedded
within current pedagogy and practice as a natural learning tool. Each
chapter combines a practical case study with discussion of related
pedagogy, and recommends apps to support a personalised,
inclusive and active approach to teaching and learning.
10% Happier Jan 13 2021 #1 New York Times Bestseller
REVISED WITH NEW MATIERAL Winner of the 2014 Living
Now Book Award for Inspirational Memoir "An enormously smart,
clear-eyed, brave-hearted, and quite personal look at the benefits of
meditation." —Elizabeth Gilbert Nightline anchor Dan
Harrisembarks on an unexpected, hilarious, and deeply skeptical
odyssey through the strange worlds of spirituality and self-help, and
discovers a way to get happier that is truly achievable. After having
a nationally televised panic attack, Dan Harris knew he had to make
some changes. A lifelong nonbeliever, he found himself on a bizarre
adventure involving a disgraced pastor, a mysterious self-help guru,
and a gaggle of brain scientists. Eventually, Harris realized that the
source of his problems was the very thing he always thought was his
greatest asset: the incessant, insatiable voice in his head, which had
propelled him through the ranks of a hypercompetitive business, but
had also led him to make the profoundly stupid decisions that
provoked his on-air freak-out. Finally, Harris stumbled upon an

effective way to rein in that voice, something he always assumed to
be either impossible or useless: meditation, a tool that research
suggests can do everything from lower your blood pressure to
essentially rewire your brain. 10% Happier takes readers on a ride
from the outer reaches of neuroscience to the inner sanctum of
network news to the bizarre fringes of America’s spiritual scene,
and leaves them with a takeaway that could actually change their
lives.
Mobile Learning for All Jul 19 2021 Make learning more accessible
with your iPad! All students—including those with special
needs—can benefit from having options for how they access
curricular information. The good news is that help is readily
available on your iPad! With this engaging, all-in-one resource from
an Apple Distinguished Educator, you’ll gain a practical toolkit to
empower all of your students. Here you’ll find: Step-by-step
instructions, tips, and practice activities for using your iPad in
conjunction with Universal Design for Learning guidelines
Discussion and reviews of more than 150 applications Access to
more than 20 video tutorials, through QR codes located throughout
the book
Early Childhood Development: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications Oct 29 2019 A focus on the developmental
progress of children before the age of eight helps to inform their
future successes, including their personality, social behavior, and
intellectual capacity. However, it is difficult for experts to pinpoint
best learning and parenting practices for young children. Early
Childhood Development: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications is an innovative reference source for the latest research
on the cognitive, socio-emotional, physical, and linguistic
development of children in settings such as homes, communitybased centers, health facilities, and school. Highlighting a range of
topics such as cognitive development, parental involvement, and
school readiness, this multi-volume book is designed for educators,

healthcare professionals, parents, academicians, and researchers
interested in all aspects of early childhood development.
iPad All-in-One For Dummies Sep 01 2022 It's all iPad, all the
time - at home, at work, and on the go - updated for iOS 6! The iPad
was an overnight sensation and now it's simply indispensable.
Whether you use it for work, play, or everyday life, the new iPad is
packed with even more features and power than ever. In this fun and
practical guide, veteran For Dummies author Nancy C. Muir walks
you through the latest features and functions, including what the
new iOS6 software brings to the table. Go beyond the basics, get
serious about using your iPad for all it's worth, and don't miss the
ways to have fun with it as well. This book covers it all, and in full
color! Covers the third-generation iPad, iPad 2 and original iPad and
is fully updated for iOS 6 Packs six minibooks in one full-color
guide: iPad Basics, Just for Fun, iPad on the Go, Getting Productive
with iWork, Using iPad to Get Organized, and Must-Have iPad
Apps Explores the latest iPad and iOS 6 features, including Siri,
Passbook, FaceTime video calls over cellular, a brand new Maps
app, Facebook integration, and more Walks you through enhanced
functions, such as improved e-mail with a VIP inbox and new
iCloud browsing tabs Shows you how to use iWork and other
productivity apps to dress up your documents, create stellar
spreadsheets, add pizzazz to your presentations, and maintain your
schedule on the run Covers the best-of-the-best business, travel,
educational, news, weather, and financial apps Your world is just a
touch away with iPad and iPad All-in-One For Dummies, 5th
Edition.
iPad for Seniors in easy steps, 12th edition May 17 2021 This
bestselling guide, iPad for Seniors in easy steps, 12th edition, is
updated to cover iPadOS 16. Written in larger type, it’ll help senior
folks learn how to use and enjoy myriad iPad features with ease: ·
Choose the right model for you, master Multitasking Gestures, and
customize the iPad for your needs. · Use your iPad to keep in touch

with family and friends. Make video calls and send messages for
free; take and share photos. · Shop and order food and more online;
take a virtual tour of your favorite art galleries and museums; plan
and book your trips. · Explore the new and enhanced features in
iPadOS 16, and make the most of your new device! You don’t have
to ask the kids anymore! Table of Contents 1. Choosing your iPad 2.
Around your iPad 3. iCloud 4. Keyboard and Apple Pencil 5.
Knowing your Apps 6. Keeping in Touch 7. On a Web Safari 8.
Staying Organized 9. Leisure Time 10. Traveling Companion 11.
Practical Matters
Essentials of WISC-V Assessment Jul 27 2019 The comprehensive
reference for informative WISC-V assessment Essentials of WISCV Assessmentprovides step-by-step guidance for administering,
scoring, and interpreting the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children (WISC-V). Packed with practical tips for more accurate
assessment, this informative guide includes numerous case studies
that illustrate a range of real-world issues. Special attention is
devoted to the assessment of individuals who have significant
learning difficulties, such as learning disabilities, and who speak
English as a second language. The WISC-V is a valuable assessment
tool, but it must be administered and scored appropriately to gain
meaning from score interpretation. This book gives you an in-depth
understanding of the WISC-V assessment and interpretive process to
assist practitioners in: Conducting efficient and informative WISCV assessments Utilizing WISC-V in cross-battery and
neuropsychological assessment Applying WISC-V in the
identification of specific learning disabilities Utilizing WISC-V in
nondiscriminatory assessment of English language learners Writing
theory-based WISC-V reports Linking WISC-V findings to
interventions based on individual performance As the world's most
widely-used intelligence test for children, the WISC-V is useful in
diagnosing intellectual disabilities and specific learning disabilities,
as well as in identifying giftedness. In this volume, sample reports

demonstrate how WISC-V assessment results may be linked to
interventions, accommodations, modifications, and compensatory
strategies that facilitate positive outcomes for children. Essentials of
WISC-V Assessment is the all-in-one practical resource for both
students and practitioners. The book can be used on its own or with
companion software (purchased separately) that provides a userfriendly tool for producing psychometrically and theoretically
defensible interpretations of WISC-V performance, and may be used
to develop interventions based on each child's strengths and
weaknesses.
IPad All-in-One For Dummies Nov 22 2021 Contains five minibooks that illustrate how to use the iPad for pleasure and work,
covering topics such as iWork, e-mail, and business applications as
well as recommendations for must-have apps.
The Language of Letting Go Mar 15 2021 Written for those of us
who struggle with codependency, these daily meditations offer
growth and renewal, and remind us that the best thing we can do is
take responsibility for our own self-care. Melody Beattie integrates
her own life experiences and fundamental recovery reflections in
this unique daily meditation book written especially for those of us
who struggle with the issue of codependency.Problems are made to
be solved, Melody reminds us, and the best thing we can do is take
responsibility for our own pain and self-care. In this daily
inspirational book, Melody provides us with a thought to guide us
through the day and she encourages us to remember that each day is
an opportunity for growth and renewal.
Technology and Digital Initiatives May 05 2020 Technology and
Digital Initiatives: Innovative Approaches for Museums discloses
the ways in which technology is used as a means of communicating
with visitors through podcasts, apps, websites, and blogs; as an
educational enhancement through off-site e-learning and onsite
participation at interactive kiosks; and as non-site-based experiences
through collaborative initiatives providing open access to collections

worldwide. This book offers ten case studies that address technology
and digital initiatives from the perspective of initiators and
consumers. Each of the chapters consider the use of technology in as
a means of communicating with visitors through apps, websites, and
other online resources used onsite and off-site. For example,
strategies of museums detailed on a global level by Jane Alexander
and Elizabeth Bolander of The Cleveland Museum of Art and Sree
Sreenivasan of The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Alexander and
Bolander walk us through the creation of a digital roadmap, a digital
vision that links the museum’s mission and strategic plans to the
needs of its constituencies. Sree contends that museums can lead the
way with innovation in the digital sector. And he offers lessons from
his experience at the Met that might provide guidelines for your
work and your museum. The Innovative Approaches for Museums
series offers case studies, written by scholars and practitioners from
museums, galleries, and other institutions, that showcase the
original, transformative, and sometimes wholly re-invented
methods, techniques, systems, theories, and actions that demonstrate
innovative work being done in the museum and cultural sector
throughout the world. The authors come from a variety of
institutions—in size, type, budget, audience, mission, and collection
scope. Each volume offers ideas and support to those working in
museums while serving as a resource and primer, as much as
inspiration, for students and the museum staff and faculty training
future professionals who will further develop future innovative
approaches. Contributions by: Jane Alexander, Elizabeth Bolander,
Elizabeth Botten, Gareth Brereton, Nancy E. V. Bryk, Stephen J.
Bury, Duygu Camurcuoglu, Kimberly Christen, John Dallwitz,
Birger Ekornåsvåg Helgestad, Jennifer E. Henel, Kelly Quinn, Sree
Sreenivasan, Jonathan Taylor, Sabra Thorner, Rihoko Ueno, and
Heather Marie Wells
Heavily Meditated Jun 25 2019 A down-to-earth guide to meditation
and getting high on life. Heavily Meditated has everything you need

to know to get hooked on meditation for good. Presented in a
simple, friendly, accessible style that even the busiest of meditationdoubters can relate to, this book clearly outlines: What meditation is
Five fundamental meditation techniques (and which one is right for
you) Where, when and how to sit How to deal with thoughts Why
meditation is so damn good for you How to measure your
meditation practice How to set goals and get hooked on meditation
How to upgrade your practice from habit to ritual. Filled with
exercises, worksheets, cheat sheets and other practical tools, as well
as relatable personal stories to light your way, Heavily Meditated is
your down-to-earth guide to meditation, and how to turn it into a
habit that sticks and reap the benefits of a happier, calmer and more
intentional life.
iPad for the Older and Wiser Jul 07 2020 Easy-to-follow, up-to-date
advice on the new iPad and iPad Mini The over-50 crowd is keeping
up with technology like never before and they're eager to learn what
the new iPad has to offer them. If you fall into that category, then
this book is for you! Featuring an accessible, full-color interior, this
new edition gets you up and running on the latest software release
and features of the iPad and iPad Mini, in addition to iOS 6. It also
includes general information you won't want to miss no matter
which iPad you have, such as how to set up and register your iPad,
sync it with other devices, download apps from the App Store, play
games or watch films, and much more. Gets you up to speed on the
latest and greatest features you can enjoy with your new iPad, such
as Facebook integration, updated Siri, shared photo streams, and
more Walks you through the steps so you can start using your iPad
for things you do every day, such as surfing the web, ordering
groceries, organizing photos, and staying in touch with family and
friends via email Reviews what you need to know to connect to the
Internet, sync with other devices, play games or watch films, and
more Packed with clear, easy-to-follow instructions and advice
reinforced with lots of helpful illustrations, this approachable guide

shows you how to make the iPad part of your everyday life.
The Baller Teacher Playbook Jan 25 2022 Does your classroom run
the way you want? Most people enter the teaching profession
wanting to make a difference in young people's lives. However,
more and more teachers feel lost, frustrated, and overwhelmed with
everything they're required to do. It's hard to be successful without a
clear plan on getting control of your classroom, empowering your
students, and making the learning experience more enjoyable for
you and your students. These 18 chapters are crucial for any
educator who wants to take their teaching to the next level. Teacher,
Principal, Director, Dean, and YouTube/TikTok teacher, Tyler
Tarver knows that education is more than just standing in front of
students lecturing them on a specific topic - it's a culture of learning
that educators foster to train the next generation. If you are
attempting to be the best educator you can in the environment you're
in, you need ideas and encouragement from someone who's been
exactly where you are. Even if you had the time, money, and
support we know teachers deserve, we know that applying any
knowledge always has a greater impact when you're able to give
personal and practical application to the ideas you know matter.
Besides sitting through 60+ hours a year of professional
development, there is another way to incrementally improve your
teaching week after week. Spoiler Alert: It can also be fun. Tyler
Tarver learned how to create the culture he wanted in his classroom.
He was able to pass this on to any educator who wanted to get
excited about teaching and have a deeper impact on their students.
He wrote The Baller Teacher Playbook to teach others what it takes
to expand your teaching and create a community of happy and
engaged learners. These short, weekly chapters and accompanying
resources will add enormous value to your classroom and the school
you work for. In this 18-week guide, readers will be introduced to
the top areas where truly successful teachers and their students
excel: Reason vs Excuses: How do you overcome the hurdles

inherent in education? Fun: How do you get yourself and students
excited about learning? Creativity: How do you create a culture
where every day is unexpected but not chaotic? Positivity: How can
we roll with the punches but not have to fake it? Authenticity: How
can I be myself but genuinely connect with young people?
Leadership: How do I get my students to lead without me?
Collaboration: How do I work with my administrators, colleagues,
and parents to better every student's education? Diversity: How do I
help build empathy and understanding among myself and my
students? Development: How am I always getting better? Plus more!
The Baller Teacher Playbook is the must-have guide for anyone who
feels lost or overwhelmed by the current educational climate, even if
they have been teaching for years. Learn from a fellow educator
who had their fair share of mistakes and successes through the
simple but effective tactics shared in these pages. Take things
further: If you want to move forward even faster as an educational
professional, read a chapter once a week with your team, and come
together at weekly meetings to discuss experience, ideas, triumphs,
and a community of educators trying to improve themselves and
their classroom.
Empowering Learners With Mobile Open-Access Learning
Initiatives Nov 30 2019 Education has been progressing at a rapid
pace ever since educators have been able to harness the power of
mobile technology. Open-access learning techniques provide more
students with the opportunity to engage in educational opportunities
that may have been previously restricted. Empowering Learners
With Mobile Open-Access Learning Initiatives is an authoritative
reference source that offers an engaging look at how mobile
technologies are aiding educators in providing new, innovative ways
to enhance student learning experiences. Featuring relevant topics
such as switch access technology, digital portfolios, dual enrollment
students, and place conscious education, this is a reliable resource
for academicians, educators, students, and practitioners that are

interested in studying recent mobile education advancements.
ECEL 2019 18th European Conference on e-Learning Apr 15 2021
iPad For Seniors For Dummies Apr 27 2022 Get to know the
exciting features of your new iPad! The iPad can do almost
anything: entertain you, help you stay in touch with the world, boost
your productivity, and more. If you have lots of life experience but
are a little less tech savvy, iPad For Seniors For Dummies is here to
help you make the most of your wireless device. Learn the essentials
of any model of iPad with this friendly, easy-to-follow guide. You’ll
learn to connect to the Internet, play games, watch movies, listen to
music, use video chat, update your social media accounts, read the
news, and just about anything else you might want to do. Set up
your Apple ID and navigate the iPad screens Connect to the internet,
check your e-mail, and update social media Cue up music, TV, or a
movie to stay entertained Take photos, chat with family and friends,
and more! In this edition, you’ll also learn to teach your iPad to
answer your voice commands, making life with your new iPad
easier and more convenient than ever!
Teaching Strategies: A Guide to Effective Instruction Apr 03 2020
TEACHING STRATEGIES: A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE
INSTRUCTION, now in its eleventh edition, is known for its
practical, applied help with commonly used classroom teaching
strategies and tactics. Ideal for anyone studying education or
involved in a site-based teacher education program, the book
focuses on topics such as lesson planning, questioning, and smallgroup and cooperative-learning strategies. The new edition
maintains the book's solid coverage, while incorporating new and
expanded material on classroom technology integration, English
Language Learner instruction, and proactive classroom
management, as well as an up-to-date discussion of teaching
students with disabilities and differentiated instruction. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Programming in the Primary Grades Jan 31 2020 Programming in
the Primary Grades demystifies teaching core content through
programming. Without becoming a step by step guide, the text helps
teachers visualize and implement learning activities that build on the
engagement and excitement students’ experience when they are
programming. While the focus of the book is programming, it isn’t
about the technology. Dr. Patterson helps teachers visualize and plan
engaging and empowering lessons that use programming as a way
for students to share their developing understanding of a subject.
Whether you have no tech or a full one to one program,
Programming in the Primary Grades will get you programming with
your kids in no time.
IPad: The Missing Manual Mar 27 2022 iOS 8 for the iPad is the
biggest iOS release ever, and this all-new Missing Manual includes
everything you need to know about iPad’s exciting features and new
user interface. Missing Manual series creator David Pogue takes you
on a guided iPad tour, complete with step-by-step instructions,
crystal-clear explanations, and lots of tips, tricks, and surprises
along the way. Learn how to sync and work on any file anywhere,
on any device, with iCloud Drive Use Family Sharing to circulate
your calendars, photos, iBooks, and iTunes and App Store purchases
with those closest to you Track your activity, heart rate, and other
fitness information with Health Connect to your other iOS devices
and Mac like never before with Handoff, Messages, and Instant
Hotspot With this beautiful full-color and easy-to-use book, you’ll
discover how to get the most out of your iPad—everything from
Web browsing to watching videos.
iPad Air Survival Guide Dec 24 2021 The iPad Air Survival Guide
organizes the wealth of knowledge about the Fifth Generation iPad
and iOS7 into one place, where it can be easily accessed and
navigated for quick reference. This guide comes with countless
screenshots, which complement the step-by-step instructions and
help you to realize the iPad’s full potential. The iPad Air Survival

Guide provides useful information not discussed in the official iPad
Air manual, such as tips and tricks, hidden features, and
troubleshooting advice. You will also learn how to download FREE
eBooks and how to make video calls using FaceTime. Whereas the
official iPad Air manual is stagnant, this guide goes above and
beyond by discussing recent known issues and solutions that may be
currently available. This information is constantly revised for a
complete, up-to-date manual. This iPad Air guide includes, but is
not limited to: Getting Started: - Button Layout - Navigating the
Screens - Setting Up Wi-Fi - Setting Up an Email Account - Using
Email - Logging In to the Application Store - Using FaceTime Placing a FaceTime Call - Moving the Picture-in-Picture Display Taking Pictures - Capturing Videos - Browsing and Trimming
Captured Videos - Using iTunes to Import Videos - Viewing Videos
- Using the Music Application - Using the iTunes Application Sending Pictures and Videos via Email - Setting a Picture as
Wallpaper - Viewing a Slideshow - Importing Pictures Using iPhoto
- Creating Albums Using iPhoto Advanced topics: - Using
Multitasking Gestures - 171 Tips and Tricks for the iPad - Setting
the iPad Switch to Mute or Lock Rotation - Using the Split
Keyboard - Downloading FREE Applications - Downloading FREE
eBooks - Updating eBooks in the iBooks app - Using the iBooks
Application - Highlighting and Taking Notes in iBooks - Moving a
Message to Another Mailbox or Folder - Changing the Default
Signature - Setting the Default Email Account - Changing How You
Receive Email - Saving a Picture Attachment - Managing Contacts Turning Data Roaming On or Off - Blocking Pop-Up Windows Managing Applications - Deleting Applications - Setting a Passcode
Lock - Changing Keyboard Settings - Maximizing Battery Life
iPad For Seniors For Dummies Oct 02 2022 Break out your reading
glasses—iPad instructions for seniors are here Why should the kids
have all the fun? If you're ready to catch up on the latest technology,
getting an iPad is a great first step. They're immensely popular

tablets, and you're about to discover why! Using a larger font for
both the text and its full-color figures, iPad For Seniors For
Dummies makes it faster and easier to keep connected in your
golden years. With this book to guide you, you'll soon be using your
iPad to instantly stay in touch with loved ones, share family photos,
surf the web, keep up with social media, stay on schedule with your
Calendar, keep electronic grocery lists handy, and so much more.
Navigate the screen and the built-in apps Use email, messaging, and
FaceTime to stay in touch with family and friends Capture your
memories with the camera Read newspapers and books, watch TV
and movies, and keep sharp with fun games So, now it's time to
'wow' your friends—and even your grandkids—by showing them
you're hip to the latest technology trends.
The iPad Enabled Classroom Sep 20 2021 "Inspire and teach
effectively with the Apple® iPad®"--Cover
iPad: The Missing Manual Aug 27 2019 Super-fast processors,
streamlined Internet access, and free productivity and entertainment
apps make Apple’s new iPads the hottest tablets around. But to get
the most from them, you need an owner’s manual up to the task.
That’s where this bestselling guide comes in. You’ll quickly learn
how to import, create, and play back media; shop wirelessly; sync
content across devices; keep in touch over the Internet; and even
take care of business. The important stuff you need to know: Take
tap lessons. Become an expert ‘Padder with the new iPad Air, the
iPad Mini with Retina display, or any earlier iPad. Take your media
with you. Enjoy your entire media library—music, photos, movies,
TV shows, books, games, and podcasts. Surf like a maniac. Hit the
Web with the streamlined Safari browser and the iPad’s ultrafast
WiFi connection or 4G LTE network. Run the show. Control
essential iPad functions instantly by opening the Control Center
from any screen. Beam files to friends. Wirelessly share files with
other iOS 7 users with AirDrop. Get creative with free iLife apps.
Edit photos with iPhoto, videos with iMovie, and make music with

GarageBand. Get to work. Use the iPad’s free iWork suite, complete
with word processor, spreadsheet, and presentation apps.
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